A model based predictive motion planning with combining Bayesian Methodology for autonomous driving is proposed. The planning algorithm firstly generates candidate obstacle free trajectories among the current state and sampled desired states using trajectory generation techniques. Then Bayesian Methodology is applied to select the optimal trajectory among candidate trajectories. The preferred trajectory selected in the previous planning cycle is regarded as the prior knowledge, while the trajectory cost in current cycle is transformed into likelihood function. Both the distribution follows the normal distribution and the Bayesian theorem is adopted to calculate the posterior knowledge to determine the preferred trajectory. Then the speed profile is calculated with the preferred trajectory to produce the real trajectory. The proposed motion planner is implemented and tested in simulations. Experiments results show that the planner has good performance in autonomous driving and especially reduces indecision behavior in uncertain environments, and improves stability of autonomous driving.
Introduction
The motion planning is a fundamental technology in autonomous driving. The high performance of motion planner will improve greatly the performance of autonomous driving, especially stability, safety, smoothness, and speed. Because of the inherent dynamic-mechanism delay and hysteresis in autonomous systems, predictive approach [1, 2] is commonly utilized in motion planning. In this approach, motion planning has two key procedures: 1) trajectory generation, and 2) trajectory selection. The former generates motion planning search space, while the latter determines or selects the optimal or preferred trajectory.
State space sampling method [3, 4] and Frenet Frame based semi-reactive technique [5] is used to generate feasible trajectories on-line. They are both based on predictive control approach. Commonly, the performance of motion planner mainly depends on trajectory selection; however how to select the preferred trajectory is not mentioned clearly in above researches. In [5] the optimal trajectory was determined by utilizing optimal control approach, but the cost function was different in different behaviors which might make parameters tuning to be complex and superfluous.
In this paper, an efficient motion planner combining trajectory generation using quintic polynomials with trajectory selection adopting Bayesian method is proposed. The planner has the following features: generated trajectories are satisfying differential, dynamic and road constraints, therefore are kinematically feasible, and are smooth and continuous enough due to high order polynomials; Bayesian based trajectory evaluation and selection deals with the indecision and unstable problem in planning, and guarantees time consistency with sequence knowledge which is formulated as probabilistic principles.
Motion Planning Framework
The main idea of motion planning proposed in this paper is to generate the trajectory set which satisfies constraints mentioned above and to select a preferred trajectory that guarantees algorithm stability. Such an idea is decomposed into four cascaded procedures as shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of four parts: desired states sampling, trajectory generation, trajectory selection and velocity planning.
Main contribution of this paper is in step 3. The preferred trajectory is selected among candidate trajectories based on Bayesian method. The sequence information of selected trajectory in previous planning cycle is taken into consideration for selecting the preferred trajectory in current planning cycle. Based on Bayesian method, the previous information is considered as prior knowledge while the trajectory cost in current planning cycle is transformed into likelihood function, thus the posterior knowledge using Bayesian theorem represents results for the trajectory selection.
Such a novel motion planning method could deal with autonomous driving in simplified environments in both on-road and off-road scenarios. Several constraints, including differential constraints, dynamic constraints and environmental constraints are considered in trajectory generation phase, while the stability problem is considered in trajectory selection phase. 
Motion Planning Algorithm
Desired States Sampling. Desired states represent all the feasible terminal states. As [3] says states arise from the environment, not from vehicle mobility. Thus desired states sampling should consider environmental constraints. And desired states affect trajectories to be generated more or less in their shapes. In this paper, the look-ahead strategy is applied to satisfy environmental constraints.
Both the segment direction and width of path represent external environment, so the desired states sampling satisfies environmental constraints naturally. Accordingly, the width of path might be regulated during autonomous driving and the adaptive technique is available for on-line calculation.
Trajectory Generation.
Trajectory generation is searching for a feasible trajectory between two fixed states in state space, while satisfies vehicle kinematic constraints. Such a trajectory is suitable for vehicles to execute. Trajectory generation strategy used in this paper is similar to that in [6] . The difference is in trajectory optimization phase. The change rate of curvature is considered in order to ensure the trajectory more smooth. The optimization problem is solved applying Simplex Algorithm.
Bayesian based Trajectory Selection.
Trajectory selection is to determine the preferred or best trajectory among the candidate trajectories. Traditional method considers trajectory cost just within current planning cycle. So trajectory selection is only depending on states of current planning cycle. Nevertheless, such a method could lead to indecision in some uncertain external environment, even worse the planner works failure to not to avoid obstacles. A Bayesian based trajectory selection strategy is proposed applying Bayesian method as shown in Fig.2 . Current candidate trajectories integrate with previous ones to determine the preferred trajectory. Previously selected trajectory is constructed to a prior knowledge p(x). Candidate trajectories express observed knowledge under previous choice, thus they are constructed to a conditional probability p(y | x). Actually, candidate trajectories are regarded as a measurement. Then trajectory selection of current cycle could be denoted as p(x | y), representing posterior knowledge which is computed using Bayesian method. Furthermore, it is assumed that trajectory selection satisfies normal distribution.
Suppose that n trajectories (In fact, n is also the number of desired states.) could be generated in each planning cycle, and the k1-th one was selected in previous planning cycle. So prior probability
, where k1 is mean and σ1 is variance.
The likelihood function of candidate trajectories p(y | x) is constructed similar to prior knowledge. The index number of minimum cost trajectory is denotes as k2, so the conditional probability is constructed as p(y | x) ~ N(k2, σ2 , where η is a normalization factor which makes the probability integrate to 1.
Furthermore, the probability of trajectory which collides with obstacles is set to zero factitiously. The principle of Bayesian method based trajectory selection is shown in Fig.3 intuitively. It illustrates that the proposed method maintains consistency of trajectory selection, which improves stability of motion planning further.
Velocity Plan for Preferred Trajectory. Preferred trajectory is a set of states, which avoids obstacles in vehicle lateral motion. The state of velocity is added to preferred trajectory to ensure longitudinal motion for autonomous vehicle. The velocity for preferred trajectory is calculated based on longitudinal dynamic model of vehicle. The velocity profile includes accelerating and decelerating phase. The velocity is planned from current state forward and backward respectively. Forward means accelerating, and backward says decelerating. Both of them are calculated under the assumption of uniformly accelerated motion of vehicle. The maximum velocity ensures the safety of autonomous driving. The value could be pre-defined manually, or be intelligently regulated by environmental conditions automatically. Moreover, velocity is also associated with curvature in the reason of lateral motion stability. To guarantee lateral stability, velocity cannot exceed the value determined by the maximum lateral acceleration.
Method Validation
A simulation system (see Fig.4 ) is developed in MATLAB/Simulink to validate the proposed method. It consists of three modules, perception, motion planner, and model of the vehicle. The perception module provides pose of vehicle and occupied grid map representing surrounding environments; the autonomous platform simulates vehicle motion using vehicle dynamic model; the motion planner is run based on output of perception and mission file, and outputs control laws to vehicle model. Data interaction among modules is also illustrated in Fig.4 . All the strategies and algorithms of motion planner are implemented in both C++ and MATLAB's m language, while the module of perception and autonomous platform is developed only in m language. The motion planning and perception cycle is limited in 100ms in simulation experiments. Path Tracking Performance. To validate the global path tracking performance, none obstacles are set in surrounding environment. Both the dense and sparse RDDF mission is performed for the similar scenario.
For dense RDDF mission, more waypoints are given in turning not in straight path. Several waypoints are specified in medium sharp turning with distance approximately 2 ~ 3m; for the slow turning, several waypoints are specified with the distance about 4~5m.
Simulation results show that with the dense RDDF mission the proposed method has good path tracking performance. Desired states of each planning cycle are sampled correctly on the relative path segment. Trajectories generated and selected ensure the feasibility for vehicle to execute. The velocity reaches about to 11m/s on the straight path due to fixed look-ahead distance. The cross-track error, steering angle and its change rate illustrate convergence of motion planner.
For sparse RDDF mission, total of four waypoints are given and three path segments compose reference path. No more waypoints are specified in turning.
Simulation results show that with the sparse RDDF mission the proposed method also has good path tracking performance. The cross-track error is a little bigger than that of dense RDDF mission, because the angle between the two adjacent reference paths is much sharper, which leads to greater error in calculating point to line distance. Anyway, cross-track error, steering angle and its change rate are all illustrate algorithm convergence. In conclusion, overall performance of global path tracking is quite well; methods of desired state sampling, trajectory generation, velocity planning and tracking control work correctly and have an excellent performance. Obstacle Avoiding Performance. The performance of obstacle avoidance is tested in this simulation runs. Numerous simulations tests are carried out to validate the strategies and algorithms of motion planning. One of typical simulation run is used to demonstrate performance.
To validate performance of trajectory selection strategy, a scenario like follows is built: a phantom obstacle is located on the straight path segment. The reason to choose a phantom obstacle is that it affects trajectory selection greatly, and tradition cost function based strategy might not work well. Simulation tests with both traditional cost function based and Bayesian method based trajectory selection strategy are examined to compare the performance. Fig.6 show Bayesian method and traditional method respectively. The obstacle might be detected in 2nd ~ 5th planning cycle, and at 6th planning cycle it disappears. Simulation results of Bayesian method show that proposed motion planning method deal with avoiding obstacles and tracking global path quite well. At the beginning of planning (1st Plan in Fig.6 ), the prior probability is set to equal, while with time flies it is regulated gradually by previous and current measuring information (2~5th Plan in Fig.6 ). In the whole simulation running, trajectory selection keeps quite consistence and no indecision phenomenon occurs. Even with sudden disappearance of the obstacle (6~8th Plan in Fig.6 ), trajectory selection is converged to minimum cost trajectory gradually, which will improve robustness and stability of motion planning algorithm significantly.
However, traditional cost function based method might occur fluctuation in trajectory selection as shown in Fig.7 . At the 3rd plan, selected trajectory is located at right side of the obstacle (trajectory index is 5), while at the 4th plan left side trajectory (trajectory index is 8) is chosen as preferred. At 5th plan, right side one (trajectory index is 5) is selected repeatedly. With the sudden disappearance of the obstacle, at the 6th plan, the minimum cost trajectory (trajectory index is 6) is selected. The indecision in trajectory selection might cause instability in motion planning, even worse the obstacles might not to be avoided.
Simulation results show that the proposed method has good performance in both path tracking and obstacle avoiding. The strategy for desired state sampling works quite well in both dense and sparse RDDF mission, and sampled desired states are adaptive to path direction and width. Candidate trajectories are second order geometric continuity, thus both the curvature and its change rate are continuous. So candidate trajectories are smooth enough and feasible for vehicle to tracking. In addition, Bayesian method based trajectory selection strategy deals with indecision problem quite well and ensures time consistency in some sense to improve stability in motion planning. Simulation results of comparison between proposed method and traditional cost function based method shows advantage of proposed method further. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a Bayesian based predictive motion planning is proposed and implemented. The prediction is reflected in the motion based trajectory generation; while the Bayesian method is adopted to deal with stability and performance of planning algorithm in trajectory selection step. Simulation tests show proposed method not only deals with obstacle avoiding and global path tracking very well but also the performance is significantly improved especially for the stability. In conclusion, the proposed method meets safety, stability and smoothness requirements quite well.
To future work, more field experiments need to be carried out to verify the performance of motion planner. The safety, stability, smoothness and speed performance should be tested in field experiments. Further, time consistency problem in motion plan should be studied in-depth from fundament to implementation so that the performance of the motion planner might be improved more.
